what the health-care decision means
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on june 28, the u.s. supreme court ruled on the constitutionality of the patient protection and affordable care act of 2010, or theACA. The case, national federation of independent businesses, et al., v. sebelius, secretary of health and human services, focused on whether individuals can be required to purchase health insurance and whether the federal government is overstepping its bounds by forcing states to implement expanded medicaid eligibility rules or face losing all the states’ federal medicaid reimbursement.

in a 5-to-4 decision written by chief justice roberts and joined by justices ginsburg, sotomayor, breyer and kagan, the court upheld the law in part, struck down the law in part but kept the entire law in effect so that all citizens must obtain health insurance for themselves and their dependents beginning in 2014 or pay a “tax.”

technically, the court stated that the mandate requiring individuals to purchase health insurance is unconstitutional — the government cannot force people to buy insurance — but the penalty aspect requiring individuals not covered by insurance to pay the “tax” is constitutional ... not as a penalty but as a tax.

despite finding the law unconstitutional under the commerce clause and the necessary and proper clause, the court upheld the individual mandate and the related penalty as an appropriate tax. the court stated that the government’s authority to assess taxes “includes the authority to assess penalties” but does not equate assessable penalties to taxes for other purposes. the court concluded that the penalty was not a tax for purposes of the anti-injunction act but was an appropriate tax within the authority of the federal government. the bottom line: individuals are not required to purchase health insurance but must pay a tax if they do not.

the obligation placed on states to increase medicaid eligibility in exchange for continuing to receive federal funds was found unconstitutional. the states can continue operating their medicaid programs as historically structured and continue receiving federal medicaid funds but must comply with the federal law as it relates to new (additional) federal funds. the same principle should apply to health insurance exchanges.

although the medicaid expansion component of the act was held unconstitutional, the court did not find that the entire act must be stricken. the court stated it must determine “whether congress would have wanted the rest of the act to stand had it known that states would have a genuine choice whether to participate in the new medicaid expansion. unless it is “evident” that the answer is no, we must leave the rest of the act in tact....[we] are confident that congress would have wanted to preserve the rest of the act.”

from a health-care provider perspective, the realignment occurring in the marketplace should continue. the ruling has little impact on how health-care services must be delivered or how health-care organizations will be structured. however, hospitals and physicians will not be able to rely upon an expanded medicaid-covered population to subsidize the large amount of charitable care provided.

arguably, the ability to acquire commercial insurance without concern about pre-existing conditions will cause some of the sick and injured to buy insurance just long enough to cover their immediate health-care needs, enable providers to be paid for their services, but result in losses to the insurance companies who may not receive sufficient premiums to cover those costs.

the results of the ruling include:
• health-insurance plans must maintain dependent coverage up to age 26.
• insurers will be prohibited from denying coverage to individuals because of pre-existing health problems.
• medicare payroll taxes on couples making more than $250,000 and individuals making more than $200,000 will increase.
• a new tax of 3.8 percent of income from investments will start in 2013, and states will be required to establish health-insurance exchanges or face the federal government creating exchanges for use by citizens in those states that fail to do so.
• employers with more than 50 workers will pay penalties if insurance is not offered or if their workers get coverage through the exchange and receive a tax credit.
• new taxes are imposed on “cadillac health plans” worth more than $10,200 for individual coverage and $27,500 for family coverage.
• numerous other modifications will be made to employee benefit plans.

and, the final result for the foreseeable future, a firestorm of debate will occur relating to the wisdom of the law.

— randal l. schultz is a partner at lathrop & gage and chair of the firm’s healthcare strategic business planning practice group, rschultz@lathropgage.com.
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